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Since 1978 the
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Association of Colleges and Schools

(SACS) has adopted a more lenient policy in granting membership to
special purpose institutions.

As a result of this policy, several,

Evangelical Bible Colleges have applied for accreditation by the
SACS.

This paper was prepared in an attempt to determine what

lessons were learned by those Bible colleges which achieved SACS
accreditation.

Contact was made with each one of the four institutions
which have been granted accreditation.

Interviews were conducted

with those individuals most involved in their institutions' involvement
with the SACS.

From these interviews information was gathered to

help reach conclusions as to what areas of the process involved in
preparing for SACS accreditation were of most value to the
institution.
The interviews showed that all the institutions agreed that
accreditation proved valuable to them in the areas of definition of
purpose, library.holdings and personnel, faculty upgrading, and
long-range planning.
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All agreed that the process of self-evaluation and study by the
connnittees sent by the SACS was valuable within itself.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Accreditation is a concept unique to the United States by
which institutions of postsecondary education or professional
associations form voluntary, nongovernmental organizations to
encourage and assist institutions in the evaluation and improvement

of their educational quality and to acknowledge publicly those
institutions, or units within institutions, that meet or exceed

commonly agreed to minimum expectations of educational quality.
Accreditation is a process by which an institution of
postsecondary education periodically evaluates its educational
activities in whole or in part, and seeks an independent judgment
that substantially achieves its own educational objectives and is
generally equal in quality to comparable institutions or speciali~ed
units.

Essential elements of the process are (1) a clear statement

of educational objectives, (2) a directed self-study focused on
these objectives, (3) an on-site evaluation by a selected group of
peers, and (4) a decision by an independent commission that the
institution or specialized unit is worthy of accreditation.
I

There are six regional accr~diting associations in the

'

United States including the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools (SACS).

'

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools;

1
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had its origin in a resolution developed by the faculty of
Vanderbilt University.

Later, six southe.rn schools held a .meeting

in Atlanta on November 6, 1895, and gave birth to the association.

I

· For the accrediting of institutions, the Southern
Association has four commissions.

formed in 1919.

The CoIIimission On Colleges Was

The Commission on Elementary Education began work

in 1965, and in 1971, a Commission on Occupational Education
Institutions was formed (Proceedings of, 1978).
The Southern Association was organized exclusively for
educational purposes, and its objective is to improve education
in the South through the exercise of leadership and through the
promotion of cooperation among colleges, schools, and related
agencies.

The geographical territory of the Association consists

of the states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, and Latin America (Proceedings of, 1983).
The Association is governed by a Board of Trustees elected
from the member institutions.

The.Board elects a President and

President-elect to serve one year.

An annual mee.ting of the

membership is held once a year, with the Board of Trustees meeting
once before the annual 'meeting and once afterward.

A· paid

administrative staff lef by the Executive Director serves the
Association and each of the Commissions.
The Commission on Colleges consists of sixty-six individualk
from member institutions who conduct and/or review investigations,
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and visits, and take final action on the accreditation of
collegiate institutions.
In recent years the Commission on Colleges of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools has broadened its membership
base to include many specialized single purpose institutions such,
as the Bible college.
The growth of the Bible college is an outgrowth of the
idea of religious expression in education that has been a part of
the heritage of American higher education since its conception.
Although it would certainly be inaccurate to.attempt to link the
Bible college movement with the development of the mainstream of
liberal arts higher education, there can be no doubt that in the
formation of both the concepts of religious education played an
important part.

The following excerpt from the announcement

concerning the opening of Kings College (later Columbia University)
in 1754 will illustrate this emphasis upon-religious ideals in the
education process:
The chief thing that is aimed at in this college is
to teach and engage children to know God in Jesus
Christ, and to love and serve Hirn in all Sobriety,
Godliness, and Richness of life, with a perfect
heart and a willing mind (Cubberley, 1948, p, 703).
Frederick Rudolph (1962), in his History of the American
College and University, points out that several of the colonial
colleges had a very definite commitment to the ideals of religion.
He said of Yale, "[Its] purpose was the pursuit of denominational,
survival in an environment of diversity" (p. 19).

He pointed outj
'

I
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that Princeton "was a product of the great religious awakening of
the eighteenth century" (p. 19).

Harvard and William and Mary

even went so far as to include the training of clergymen as a part'
of their basic purpose.

Rudolph, in quoting Samuel Eliot Morison

on the founding of Harvard College, stated:
The two cardinal principles of English Puritanism.
which most profoundly affected the social development
of New England and the United States was not
religious tenets, but educational ideals: a learned
clergy, and a lettered people" (p. 21).
Certainly the Bible college movement in our country could
be said to be founded on religious tenets, but it also shared the
ideal of the Harvard founders that a "learned clergy" and a
"lettered people" are very important to the well-being of society.
This is perhaps even more observable in the statement of purpose
for the founding of William and Mary College.

Rudolph said that

one of the main goals was to provide a supply of clergymen and to
insure that the youth were piously educated in good letters and
manners.

In the 134 years following the establishment of Harvard
(1636), eight other colleges, in addition fo William and Mary,
were organized--Yale, Princeton, Pennsylvania (generally considered
to be the first American college not directly connected with a
church), Washington and Lee, Columbia, Brown, Rutgers,. and
Dartmouth.

All of these institutions were strongly religious in

tone and curriculum, although not all were sponsored by individual'
denominations.

They followed a fairly uniform pattern of classical

learning--a curriculum largely prescribed including Greek and
Latin languages and literature, philosophy, religion, mathematics}

'
and some science (Pattillo & MacKenzie, 1966).
I

From 1820-1870, about 500 colleges were formed, but only 30Q
survived.

The great majority of these were Protestant Evangelical

institutions (Witmer, ·1962).
During the period from 1870-1920, there have been three
developments that have served to alter the direction of Higher
Education in the United States.

First, there has been the

development of tax-supported education which must be separated
from church relationships according to the Constitution and the
courts.

Second, there has been the great expansion of Catholic

higher education.

(By 1870, there were 38 Catholic higher

education institutions.

Since 1870, there have been over 200

formed) (Witmer, 1962).

The third develop~nt has been the

increasing secularization of higher education.
As has been touched on previously, the growth of the Bible
college movement is a separate entity and should not be confused
with the·development of mainstream higher education.

The Bible

college movement in this country has come about as an answer to
what Christian educators feel is a definite need·· in attempting to
recreate an atmosphere of learning in which the ideals \pf religious
thought are emphasized in the education process.
stated:

As Witmer has
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(Bible Colleges) . • • represent a pietistic reaction
to secularism, a resurgence of spiritual dynamics in

Protestantism, a restoration of Biblical authority
and direction in education, and a return to the

central conc·ern of Christian education. • • the
implementation of Christ's Great Commission: 'Go
ye into all the world . • • ' (Witmer, 1962, p. 30).
The two original Bible colleges were Nyack Missionary College,
founded in 1882, and Moody Bible. Institute, founded in 1886.

These

colleges were influenced to a great extent by similar
institutions in Europe, especially the East London Institute,
founded by H.G. Guinness.

The greatest period of growth for Bible

colleges in the United States was between 1931 and 1960.

During

that period, seventy-three percent of the existing Bible colleges
and institutes were established (Witmer, 1962).
The Bible colleges were definitely affected by some
important trends in education during that thirty-year time frame.
There was a growing emphasis on education in all its aspects during
that period.

Liberal arts instruction and vocational education

were being recognized as important ingredients to·a successful
and meaningful life.

More attention was being devoted to educatio~

for women and to continuing educational opportunities for adults.
The leaders behind the Bible college movement recognized these
trends and began to provide institutions that would attempt to meet
these growing demands within the framework of a Christian oriented,
Bible-based curriculum.

Most of the early Bible colleges were

established with the desire to train men to be preachers.

The
I

curriculum was basically confined to a study of the Bible, its related

\
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languages, Doctrine, and speech.

But, over the years, Christian
'

I

educators began to .see the need for upgrading the academic offerings
in the Bible colleges.
this trend.

There have been several factors underlyingi

The first would be the general rise in the level of

education in the country as a whole.

I

'

More and more people were

becoming increasingly well educated in a broad number of fields.
The need for Christian ministers and church workers to be given a
comparable education became obvious.

This would lead naturally

into a desire to improve the quality of education being offered
to prepare men for the ministry.

Another factor was the growth

of specialized fields of church related vocations such as
ChriStian teachers, youth leaders, social workers, missionaries,

etc.

This specialization of labor demanded widening areas of

study within the offerings of the Bible college.

Finally, the

high school graduates were becoming more and more degree conscious.
This forced many Bible colleges and institutes to upgrade their
faculty and curriculum and to begin offering baccalaureate degrees.
This emphasis on upgrading the academic standards of the
Bible colleges led to the establishment of the Accrediting
Association of Bible Colleges (AABC) in 1947.
advanced in 1918 by Dr. James

M.

The idea was· first

Gray of Moody Bible Institute,

but was give~ up as ·impractical at that time.

Why did the Accrediting

Association of Bible Colleges not develop in 1918?

\

An investigating committee which the group appointed
came to the conclusion that there were such great
differences in curriculum, methods, and doctrine that

8

it was found impossible to draw up any method of
unifying the whole Bible school system, or of
establishing a system of interchangeable credits
(Witmer, 1959, p. 45).
By 1946, it became obvious that other accrediting agencies were
I

not ready to help and encourage the Bible colleges in the upgrading
of their programs.

At their Minneapolis meeting in 1946, the

members of the National Association of Evangelicals voted to begin
an accrediting association which would emphasize sound standards,
yet be oriented toward the needs of Bible college education.

In

October 1947, the AABC was established at Winona Lake, Indiana,
with Samuel Southerland as its first president.

The AABC was soon

recognized by the United States Office of Education as the official
accrediting agency for undergraduate theological education.
With the AABC functioning as an accrediting agency for
Bible colleges, the question might be raised as to why some Bible
colleges are now seeking to gain regional accreditation from such·
associations as the SACS.
The entire question of accreditation has been a thorny
issue among Bible colleges for a number of years:.

Much of this

rather fearful view came about because of what many conservative
evangelical Christians felt was a loss of commitment to scriptura~
teachings among colleges that had originally been established to
offer education from a Biblical persped,tive.
In the latter part of the nineteenth century and the first'
twenty-five years of the twentieth century, many institutions

9'
I'

succumbed to what James Deforest Murch refers to as "liberals" in
a religious sense.

These would include any who rejected the

traditional teachings of the denomination in favor of instruction
that denied the infalibility of the scriptures and such basic
doctrines as the virgin birth and resurrection of Christ.

As

various institutions of higher education adopted these ideas, the
minds of many church leaders began to associate any attempt at
outside interference or regulation as posing a threat to the
continued instruction in Bible and the liberal arts which met
their own criteria (Murch, 1962).
Obviously it is outside the purpose of this particular
!
paper to examine the validity or invalidity of such ideas, but the:

fact remains that this attitude was present, and its presence
created a certain c·lique of individuals who, even to this day, are
fearful of any outside involvement in the affairs of "their colleges."
Christian academic leaders, however,- recognized that the
quality of Christian education could be maintained and, in fact,
'

• 'I
could be measurably improved by subjecting it to the close scrutin,y

that would come through seeking to gain regional accreditation for
their institution.
When such regional associations as the North Central and
Southern Associations began to become more favorable to "special
purpose institutions" in the late 1970's and dropped their
requirement that accreditation be confined to only those
'

institutions offering a liberal arts curriculum, many Bible college

10 '
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educators saw this as an exceptional opportunity to gain credibili~y
and recognition for ·the wo.rk they were doing without having to
compromise their educational philosophies in order to achieve thisl
goal.

In fact, many Bible college educators could see that the

process involved in meeting the criteria of the accrediting

associations would be of great value within itself.

Seeking

accreditation would obviously be painful in certain areas as
deficiencies would be pointed out, but it would also allow the
educational standards of the Bible college to be improved.

It

would also allow the associations to see that, based upon their
purpose, these institutions of higher education were doing a good
job and maintaining excellent levels of instruction.
Even with this rationale there were some instances in which
colleges who sought accreditation were called to task by individual
supporters. who saw the influence of "big brother" challenging "their
college."

Fortunately this group was neither as large or as vocal

as some would have thought.

The reason for this concern stems from
I

the fact that the Bible ·college occupies a unique position in the

1

educational world in the way it receives the support necessary for its
existence.

Since no federal or state funds are made avaiilable to

it and the fees and tuition charged to students do not even begin
to meet the expenses involved in the educational process, the

\

.

Bible college must depend for its support on churches and individu'als.
Keeping these groups happy and satisfied there.fore becomes a
primary objective in any decision that faces the college.

There

11,

I

certainly would be no value in achieving accreditation if the coll'ege
would lose its financial support as a result and have to close its,
doors.
Perhaps it was the emphasis upon higher education in
general that has mellowed the fears of Bible college advocates
in regard to losing the line of purpose peculiar to the institutio,ns

'
of this type.

Many realized that Bible college education prepared

students only for church-related vocations.

This would, of course,

eliminate its effectiveness with a significant portion of its
prospective students.

There are many denominations who do not

permit women to hold the office of minister.

There are many men

who do not feel led to enter the ministry as a profession.

Still

there was the desire of many parents, based upon religious
conviction, to educate their children in a Bible-oriented Christian
atmosphere.

This meant that there would be a sizable number of

students who would attend Bible college with the idea of going
only for one or two years and then transfering to a state university
in order to pursue a major field of study.

In attempting this

transfer process, many became more acutely aware of the.need for
the academic credibility achieved through accreditation.

As word'

circulated concerning problems in transfer of credits, people
began to see that this idea of accreditation was valuable to them,
and to their children.

When Bible college educators assured them'

I

that this process would in no way endanger the traditional purposb
and values of the institutions, then most complaints died and in'
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their place came a certain amount of pride that "their college"
could "make the grade" academicallY.Another recent development, in addition to credibility and
improvement, that has led Bible colleges in the search for
accreditation concer~s finances.

Over the past several years

there have been funds, both public and private, made available to
accredited colleges.

Corporations agreed to match gifts given by

their employees to colleges to encourage support of higher education
in general.

The very fact that large amounts of potential income

with no strings attached to it_ in any way became an important
consideration in favor of seeking to gain accreditation with
recognized regional associations.

Review of Literature
Research of the literature found that only one author dealt
with the topic of Bible college accreditation over the past ten
years.

In a doctoral dissertation prepared by Herbert Cocking

at the University of Michigan in 1982, entitled "Bible College
Accreditation and the North Central Association (1970-1980)," Dr. i
Cocking reported that in the decade of 1970, the North Central
Association became less stringent with their general education
req~irements for vocational type institutions.
His conclusion was that since the North Central Association
now focuses on the college achieving its stated purpose with no
pressure to change the mission of the school that more Bible
colleges will apply for and receive regional accreditation.

13
Objectives
This study will focus on the four evangelical Bible colleges,
which have applied for and have been granted accreditation by the
SACS in the past five years.

The study will attempt to provide

information on the problems encountered while meeting the
requirements for accreditation and the value of the accreditation
once it has been attained.
Specifically, the objectives of the study will be to (1)
present the major problems encountered by the four colleges as they
moved through the accreditation process; (2) look at the positive
aspects mentioned by these colleges that emerged during the attempt
to gain regional accreditation; (3) explore the common points
of emphasis stressed by the various committees who evaluated these
institutions during their period of study previous to gaining
accreditation; (4) present the value of the process of seeking
accreditation and the value of attaining accreditation as perceived
by the institutions themselves; and (5) draw conclusions from this'
material that will provide valuable information for future reference
for other institutions of the same type who are contemplating
seeking accreditation with a regional association.

Chapter 2
METHODOLOGY
This study examined Protestant undergraduate (Level II)
Bible colleges that have achieved candidacy or full accreditation
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools in the past
five years (1978-1983).

For the-purpose of this study, a Bible

college is defined as an evangelical Protestant undergraduate
institution of higher learning that designates itself a Bible
college in its own publications and requires all students to have
a major of thirty hours of Bible study.

Level II is a designation

of the Accrediting Association including an institution offering
no degree higher than a bachelors degree.

A list of these schools

has been compiled from the Commission on Colleges.

There are four

colleges that have achieved full accreditation within that period:

1. Columbia Bible College, 7435 Monticello Rd., Columbia, SC, 29230;
2. Bible Baptist Institute, 1306 College Dr., Graceville, FL, 32440;
3. Johnson Bible College, Kimberlin Heights Station, Knoxville, TN,

37920; and 4. Gulf Coast Bible College, P.O. Box 7889, Houston, T~,
77270.
Interviews were conducted with personnel at each of these
four colleges.

Additional inform\tion will be gathered from the

publications of the individual colleges.
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Attempts will be made to
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obtain the self-studies conducted by these institutions.

The

interview guide will be included as Appendix A.
The results of the interviews will be introduced and the
answers will be analyzed.

Upon evaluation of the data received,

conclusions will be reached as to the important issues involved in
the process of achieving accreditation and the value of the
process as perceived by the various institutions involved.
The writer has obtained and studied the most recent
Proceedings of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools and
the Handbook of Accreditation published by the Association.

It is

strongly suggested that any individuals or colleges interested in
e xploring this topic further should attempt to gain acce s s to
copies of the s e publications .

In them are outlined in detail the

criteria used by SACS in evaluating an institution in regard t o
accreditation .

Chapter 3
PRESENTATION OF DATA
Johnson Bible College
Johnson Bible College has an enrollment of 376, and the
college was accredited in 1979.

President David Eubanks stressed

1

'
during an interview that the decision to seek regional accreditation
was reached as the school was working toward accreditation with the
AABC,

It was felt that the effort being used to seek professional

accreditation could also be channeled into gaining regional
accreditation as well.

The whole process was viewed as an

opportunity to improve the quality 'of the educational program of
the institution.
Eubanks emphasized three benefits of regional accreditation:
(1) Th.ere would be wider graduate school opportunities for graduates;
I

(2) It would help them in gaining state certification for their
teacher training program; and (3) There would be a significant
enhancement of the school's educational status.
Eubanks did not have any evidence that regional accreditation
I

''has appreciably affected student enrollment, but he did emphasize

'

I

\that the SACS accreditation of the school is not really emphasize1
in the recruitment of students.
Eubanks felt that the physical facilities were significant

16
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in the process of achieving accreditation, but he did not feel
that it was a major emphasis,

New facilities were under

construction at the time the application was made and these
anticipated new buildings met the needs that were suggested by
the committee.

A student center was one of the reconunendations,

but it was included in the plans for a new multi-purpose building
that was under construction.
There did not seem to be any undue emphasis upon
instructional equipment, such as maps, overhead projectors, lab
equipment, etc.

It was felt that this might have been the case,

however, if the college had been deficient in that area.
The library, as in all the schools, was closely examined
by the committee during their four· visits.

They recommended no

changes in personnel since all had the appropriate educational
preparation.

They did emphasize strongly the increasing of

holdings in the humanities, and natural and physical sciences
(25-30 thousand volumes in the Johnson library).
The committees were concerned about finances but were
satisfied with the way Johnson was dealing with this area.
Endowments were not heavily stressed and the living endowment
concept of supporting churches and individuals was accepted beca~se

\

it had a proven record of success.
Accounting procedures were examined and certain minor

recommendations were made to improve this area of the financial
function of the school.

18
There was no difficulty at all with the Bible-centered
curriculum and no pressure was exerted on the school's adherence

to being a single purpose institution.

It was stressed, however,

i
that the emphasis placed in the area of Bible-centered curriculum
and the concept of the single purpose institution rested to a
great extent upon the composition of'the committee selected by the
SACS to evaluate the college under con_sideration.
There was no major revamping suggested of the curriculum
although some courses had to be altered in regard to faculty
qualifications.

In Johnson's case, there were no major changes

suggested in the general education curriculum.
It was in the area of faculty that Johnson seemed to
experience its most difficult problems.

Johnson has seven earned

doctorates including the Dean and the President.
professor with a doctorate teaching part-time.

There is one
It was strongly

emphasized by the committee that specific standards in the
humanities and physical sciences be established.

It was suggeste~

that thirty percent of the faculty have doctorates and fifty
percent at least one year beyond the Masters with majors in their
areas of teaching.

Anyone teaching should have a Masters degree

with a major in the field in which he or she is teaching •

\

. Teaching loads were examined, and it was recommended that
administrators not be heavily loaded in classroom work.

No

specifics·were offered as to what "heavily loaded" would be
although others have emphasized only one class in addition to

administrative duties.

Johnson had a faculty evaluation p.revious to seeking
accreditation and it was accepted.

Tenure was discussed but there

I

was no real issue made of the subject.
Some changes were made to keep administrative people from
carrying double-duty.

There was already faculty input into

administrative decisions, so no suggestions were made in that area ..

Computers were not being heavily stressed in 1977 when Johnson was
last.evaluated, but in recent years Dr. Eubanks has pointed out
that they are becoming more and more of an issue.
There was no great issue about.student participation in
decision making, and no changes were recormnended in admissions

policies.

It was suggested that a clarification be made in the

catalog concerning whether ACT scores determine admission to the
school.

No religious oriented rules were questioned.

basic reconnnendations:

There were

(1) Money should be budgeted for social and

cultural activities beyond those strictly religious in nature;·

.

and (2) Back-up records of students' grades in micro-film should
be made available for use with transcripts.
When Johnson was being considered, research and planning
was not a major concern, but Dr. Eubanks stressed that recent
changes in policy has made this area almost a requirement.
Long-range planning is looked on as a necessity.
As in all cases, the ultimate point considered by accredit~ng
committees is how well the institution stated and carried out its

20
objectives and purposes.

Dr. Eubanks listed four ways in which

he felt the accreditation process proved valuable to Johnson:
1.

It helped raise standards in faculty qualifications.

2.

It was valuable in that the whole process of

self-evaluation caused many good changes and brought valuable
insight into the goals the institution was trying to achieve.
3.

Improvements were made in the huma~ities section of the

library.
4.

It created changes in the administrative structure.

The changes suggested by the various committees that visited
the college were basically in line with the needs that the colle~e
itself recognized during its period o.f self-study.

Dr. Eubanks

emphasized that there were no problems that have resulted from the
process of accreditation and that at no time has their commitment
to being a single purpose institution been either challenged or :
I

changed.

There has been very little reaction either for or agaitjst

the accreditation of the college by the supporting churches.

The

'
attitude has generally been very supportive among alumni with very
little negative feeling from any source.
It took three years from application to candidacy and six,
years from candidacy to full accreditation, but it must be empha~ized
'
that Johnson and Gulf Coast were the first Bible colleges to seek
and achieve accreditation.

This meant that they were the ones
I

who were the pioneers for others who would follow.

The process for
'
'institutions who are worthy has become much less time consuming since

21
the late 1970's.
The leadership in communication and instigation of the
accreditation process was shared by the Academic Dean and the
President.

All administrative personnel and faculty shared to

some extent in the collection and compilation of the self-study
materia l s.
In summation, Dr. Eubanks stated that the greatest practical
value of accreditation to the college is acceptance in the academic
world.

Gulf Coast Bible College
Gulf Coast Bib l e College has an enrollment of 332 students
and was accredited in 1979.

It is a l so accredited with the

American Association of Bible Colleges and is affiliated with the
Church of God , Anderson, Indiana headquarters, as one of six
schools supported by th at group .
Gulf Coast Bible College found little resistance to its
efforts at regional accreditation with SACS, even though it was
one of the first.

There were no major suggestions made regarding

the physical plant, instructional equipment, or the library .
Currently, the library has 50,000 volumes.
In the financial area , the evaluation committee recommended
efforts at increasing the actual endowment .

They were impressed

with the fact that there was no current debt, but suggested some
improvements in the accounting methods which were adopted along

23
There were several areas of potential problems for a Bible :
'
college based on the Gulf Coast experience. They found difficulti
'
in explaining to some committee members the philosophy of the
Bible college and found limited expertise in areas of Biblical
studies among visitation committee members.

Some felt this problem

might be alleviated with committee members appointed from various
accredited seminaries to serve on the evaluation committee.

did not prove to be the case, however.

This

It was found that due to '

there being so many basic differences in ideas and concepts among
denominational groups that often individuals graduated from accredited
seminaries outside of the denominational affiliation of the college
under evaluation were just as unclear about the philosophy of the
Bible college as were those who were associated with the liberal
arts curriculum.

The lack of Bible colleges in SACS limits the choice

of accrediting committee members for the schools that are applying.
The problem, however, should lessen with time as more Bible colleges
become members.

Some questions were raised by SACS regarding the'

acceptability of the D.Min. degree as an academic degree, and it'was
agreed that it not be considered a terminal degree for the instructor.
The purpose and direction of Gulf Coast Bible did not change
as the result of accreditation, and the general reaction among
friends and supporters has been very positive.
It took four years to achieve their goal from the time of
application to full accreditation.

A Task Force on Accreditation

was appointed to handle the procedures with the President as the,
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chairman.

The entire Board of Trustees and faculty were involved

in many ways, with everyo~e directly responsible to the president.

Bible Baptist Institute
Bible Baptist Institute (BBI), located in Graceville,
Florida, was a candidate for accreditation in 1979 and received
accreditation in 1981.

The Institute is affiliated with the Florida

Baptist Convention and the Southern Baptists of America.

It has a

current enrollment of 414 and requires 24 semester hours of Biblical
studies.

BBI was never part of the American Association of Bible

Colleges simply because other Southern Baptist schools did not
affiliate.

Their support comes largely from the Florida Baptist

Convention and the churches associated with them, as well as
interested individuals.

While BBI officials did not feel that

accreditation was necessary to maintain enrollment, they sought
SACS affiliation for the purpose of helping graduates become more
acceptable to churches and other schools everywhere.
BBI has always had some good.long-range building plans, and
no changes were recommended as a result of the evaluation committee
visits.

Library holdings were considered deficient at 28,000 volumes.

That has now been increased to 35,000 with more money being spent
each year to help raise standards.

The area of general education

was especially stressed iA the library needs.
BBI was operating well within its income with a large budget
from the State Convention.

This was seen as satisfactory to the

SACS committee.

Several changes were recommended in accounting

I

matters and auditors continued to work with the school's financial
people to help put these suggestions into practice.
The area of curriculum presented a problem for BB] as a
result of changes in attitudes from one visitation committee to
another.

The first committee had difficulty understanding the

Bible college concept and was not really pleased with course
offerings.

However, later visits by committees made BBI officials

feel more comfortable.

Recommendations were made that courses in

Humanities and Contemporary Theology be added.

This was

implemented.
The teaching load at BBI was heavy, but SACS people found
it to be no real burden on faculty, and faculty-student ratios of
25-1 proved acceptable.

Relief was given to certain faculty on

various committee assignments.

A better faculty evaluation

program was inititated during the candidacy period.

Faculty

credentials presented no problem, even though some committee members
questioned the Seminary degrees of some faculty members.

Further

explanation of their theological nature apparently satisfied
everyone.

In responding to the interview guide concerning computers,
BBI reported that prese tly they have a ~usiness computer in

1

operation and are considering offering basic courses in computer
operation.

The respondent did not emphasize any exceptional interest

by the evaluation committees on this topic although the most rece~t
I
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handbook under consideration by SACS stresses this area to a great
I

degree.
The SACS connnittee•did ask that BBI establish a Dean of
Students,"but was happy with the rest of the administrative
structure.

I

Faculty input into the decision-making processes was,

considered adequate.
Bible Baptist offers a unique situation in that all of the
students are 20 years of age or more, with the average age near
30.

Most are adults seeking to train for church-related vocations.

The usual student problems are apparently non-existent at BBI.

Very

few rules are needed and the campus is loosely organized, although
a student association serves as a committee for all student.
activities and passes recommendations on to the administration.

Bible Baptist has a plan for the future with hopes of
increasing maximum capacity by 25 students each year.

The SACS

connnittee was pleased with their plans and emphasized this area to
a

large degree.

They saw BBI as having its purpose, albeit a

unique one, as well defined, and that it was fulfilling that
purpose.
Dean Walter Draughon saw the process of accreditation as a
very valuable one.

He felt\the process was as much help as the

actual attainment.

It provided the impetus to get everyone, fro~

Board members to faculty, involved in heavy self-analysis.
BBI felt its membership in SACS has contributed to some
increased student enrollment, as well as wider acceptance by
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students outside the immediate geographical area.
experienced a very good placement rate.

They have

Financial growth has beeri

I

seen with eligibility from foundations and matching grants.
Faculty recruitment is also better because of accreditation.
To BBI the visitation committees offered very few surprises
as the Institute felt that they were well prepared.
was unexpected, however.

One recommendation

The SACS team suggested that fewer faculty

be hired from the same graduate school.

Many had come from the

same school as the president simply because of his close
association with them.

The reaction to secular accreditation has been mostly
positive.

They noted some anxieties on the part of some in Florida

who had always known BBI since 1943 as a small "homey" place with
mainly volunteer help, training leaders for churches.

It was for

this reason that the Board chose to keep the name "Institute," even
though it is a college in every sense of the word.

For tradition's

sake, the Institute remains in the name.

The Academic Dean took the lead role in the application
process at BBI working closely with the President.

Faculty were

also involved, of course, in the major programs of self-study.

Columbia Bible College
Located in Columbia, South Carolina, Columbia Bible Colleg~
'
(CBC) has a present enrollment of 615 in the undergraduate college
program.

The college applied for accreditation in 1978, became ai

\
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candidate in 1979, and received accreditation from SACS in 1983.
Columbia was a founding member of the Accrediting Association of
Bible Colleges.

A major in Biblical studies is required of all

students.
CBC sought regional accreditation with SACS because they
felt the education offered by them was as good as other colleges
and should be recognized.

They felt that high school counselors

and others often looked down on the Christian college and a level
of respectability was needed.

Most people did not understand or

recognize professional type accreditation through AABC and other
similar associations as being equivalent to regional accreditation.

They felt it was also a factor in maintaining or ·increasing student
enrollment because of some of the misconceptions about the education
at a Bible college.
Columbia did not have a great need for any physical plant
changes, other than an unsightly maintenance shed being razed.

The

SACS committee seemed satisfied with the instructional equipment
available.
The committee was satisfied with the 55,000 volumes in the
librax:y as far as numbers were concerned but recommended an
improvement in the liberal arts categor_ies and suggested a· weeding
out of many of the out-of-date or useless volumes.

\

CBC has no outstanding debt, and the SACS committees seemed
pleased with the financial stability and recommended no significant
changes either in the endowments or accounting aspe.cts of the

financial department.

Accreditation has brought no significant

changes in financial contributions at the time of this writing.
Columbia reported no pressure by SACS to move away from
its intended purpose but was judged closely on its ability to do
I

an excellent job implementing the stated purposes of the institution.

!
A broader selection of liberal arts offerings were recommended,
however, and some evaluation team members had trouble identifying,
with the purpose of a college and the different classroom philosophies
that are often found in this type of institution.
There were extensive checks made on the credentials of the
faculty members.

Columbia found that its teaching load was

satisfactory but had to apply some stricter requirements regarding
faculty degrees.
higher degree.

One faculty member in English had to pursue a
Columbia had faculty evaluation in effect for many

years and the procedure received approval from the evaluation team.
While faculty tenure was not stated as a necessity, some form of
long-term contract security with a clear policy spelled out was
recommended.

Columbia Bible had just been through an extensive self-study
for AABC and found this to be quite helpful in identifying potential
problems and correcting them.

The SACS committee had no major

suggestions regarding administration and organization and was
satisfied with faculty input into the decision making.

\

The Committee seemed somewhat surprised at the lifestyle

!

requirements made on the student body but found no real objectio~s
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or complaints among the students.

These requirements consisted

mainly of required chapel attendan·ce, dress codes, and dormitory
hours.

Columbia's administration has a keen interest in long-range
planning and this was a strong concern of the SACS committee.
Five-year and ten-year projections have been made.
Dean Donald Trouten seemed to think the whole process of
accreditation was well worth the effort and that the process itself
was valuable to the institution.

Of course, they were aware of what

self-study involves through MBC and found the whole process to be
very similar to SACS.
In citing some areas of tangible value, Dean Trouten
emphasized the following:

(1) Their class extension program has

received a boost particularly with the school eligible now for
enrollment and payment by the government by armed forces personnel';
(2) Any question on transferability of credits has been eliminated
and entrance into graduate programs of other institutions has been
expedited.

An example given was acceptability of all credits by

the University of South Carolina as soon as their candidacy was
announced; and (3) The college was also able to take advantage of
the matching gifts program of many companies as a result of full
accreditation.

It also was pointed out by Dean Trouten that the

college's enrollment this year was the highest ever although he
was hesitant to apply this strictly to the fact that accreditatiodI
had been achieved.
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The SACS evaluation team brought no real surprises with it,
as Columbia had anticipated some problems with the library, '_but no
.
'
other major issues offered stumbling blocks.

The make-up of the

evaluation team was cited as a critical factor.

Much time was

spent explaining the Bible college movement and the purposes of
this type of institution.
Columbia•found no outspoken negative reaction among its
supporters because of regional accreditation.

Reaction from

alumni, churches, and individuals has- been very pos.itive.

CBC is·

not supported by any particular denominational group but relies oh
evangelical independent churches and individuals for its financial
backing.
In organizing the effort toward ·accreditation, all the
faculty were involved in some way, with the Academic Dean heading
the effort.

A committee was organized for each section of

standards outlined by the SACS accreditation manual.

Chapter 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Problems Encountered
All four of the Bible colleges.studied in this report
indicated that there were really very few problems encountered in,

,

the process involved with seeking SACS accreditation.

This is not

to infer that there was not a great deal of work and times when
there were frustrations as they were forced to look closely at
their various institutions from a strictly academic standpoint, but
as will be pointed out later in detail, all felt that the work and
insight gained was much more positive and constructive than it was
problematic.
There were two areas that received some comment as being

sources of real frustration.

The first area had to do with the

length of time involved in advancing from candidate status to full
accreditation.

In examining information available on this point,

it can be seen that while this might have been a problem for
those institutions who were among the first to be granted
accreditation, the trend is at this t_ime definitely moving toward
a more abbreviated period of candidate status.

Johnson Bible College

spent six years moving through the process but was the first to

I
I

make application.

Bible Baptist Institute received accreditation
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after only two years, but they entered candidate status in the
same year (1979) that Johnson was granted full accreditation.
Now that the SACS has made the decision to accept special purpose

'I
institutions such as Bible colleges it would be logical to assume:
that the time factor would decrease between candidacy and full·
acceptance if all other pertinent criteria meet SACS standards.
The second area that seemed to be the most common in
creating frustration on the part of the four Bible colleges
interviewed dealt with the lack of understanding concerning the
peculiar position and educational philosophy of the Bible college,
on the part of some members of their evaluation committees appointed
by the SACS.

It should be strongly emphasized at this point that

all of the institutions felt that they were treated fairly and
professionally and that·the SACS had tried to match the committee
members with the college in terms of size, location, etc., so that
there would be as few problems as possible for the committee
members to deal with as they made their evaluations.

This, however,

did no~ eliminate the fact that since there were so few Bible
colleges represented in the SACS that many of the committee members
had little or no background regarding the educational philosophy
of the Bible college.

According to those educators who responded

to the interview guide, this presented some definite problems in
communication at first, but after the committees had seen firsthand
the type of teaching that was being done and had explored more
fully the purpose of the Bible college, this proved to be more of
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a difference in philosophy of education rather than a problem and
was treated as such.
Positive Aspects
One of the main areas of concern felt by those Bible
colleges who applied for SACS accreditation was whether they would
be expected to move away from their specialized single purpose.

As

has been pointed out previously in this paper, many church people
feared allowing their institutions of Biblical study and higher
education to be associated with outside agencies that might cause
them to abandon their emphasis upon scriptural foundations in the
educational process.

All of the colleges interviewed pointed out

immediately that if such had been the case, they would have ceased
to pursue regional accreditation at that point.
Fortunately, this fear was unfounded.

After making the

initial decision to accept single purpose-institutions, the SACS
determined to evaluate them only on whether they were doing the
work necessary to meet their stated purpose and objectives in a
quality educational environment.

There was no effo~t made to move

any of the colleges away from what they were committed to
accomplishing educationally sp~aking.

As was pointed out in the

previous section, there were times when misunderstandings arose
\

concerning educational philosophy and the great emphasis placed
upon the Bible as the core of the curriculum in the Bible college,
but these were in no way viewed as attempting to change the purpose
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or the goals of the various institutions.
A second area that was viewed in a positive.light by the
educators responding to t_he interview guide was the fact that in
practically all major areas studied it was found that the Bible
colleges were maintaining a high standard of education.

It would

be incorrect to assume that because these institutions were found
to be accomplishing this goal that all Bible colleges are doing
the same.

Undoubtedly, there are many who would be sadly

deficient in numerous areas in regard to their educational
accomplishments, but these four institutions felt that the close
scrutiny of the evaluating committees proved that they were doing
a quality job in their chosen field of educational endeavor.

The

educators of all four colleges looked upon this as an illustration
of the· excellence that can be associated with a single purpose
institution that does its very best to give students a quality
education while closely adhering to their respective religious
convictions.
A third positive factor that was mentioned by all four
colleges is the fairness and the professional concern and help that
was extended to them by the SACS and its evaluating committees.
None of the colleges had anything but the highest praise for the
committees from educators who could identify with many of the sam~

I

issues as the Bible colleges.

At no point was there any complaint

of unprofessional conduct or any negative factor.

As previously :
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pointed out, there were disagreements on educational philosophy,
but even these were offered in an attempt to make the entire
program of education at the institution more credible.
The final positive aspect stressed by all four institution~'
was the lack of any major complications from their supporting
groups and/or individuals.

The Bible college, as a rule, relies

on living endowments for its financial base.

This simply refers to

the fact that there is usually a certain group of supporters,
generally from a particular religious denomination, who supply
those funds necessary to keep the institution financially sound.
This, of course, ·would refer to funds above and beyond student
fees and tuition.

Anything that would cause a major segment of

these groups or individuals to withdraw their support from the
college would constitute a major financial crisis in most cases.
When it was dfscovered that a very insignificant percentage of their
supporters were alarmed at the movement of these various
institutions in pursuit of academic accreditation, it became a

very positive factor in the financial stability of each one of
these colleges.

Common Points of Emphasis
An analysis of the data received from the four colleges
found that each of the four had situations that needed to be
addressed which were peculiar to them alone.

Such areas as

facilities, financial accounting, student affairs, computers, etc.,
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received attention from the evaluation committees in each

instance, but were found to present different problems calling for
different solutions based upon the needs of the individual
institutions.

There were, however, five areas which seemed to

share a predominant amount of attention from the committees in all
four colleges.
The first area of common emphasis was that of purpose.
All schools reporting placed heavy emphas~s upon the statement of
their purpose in clear language and in directing their educationa+
program in order to effectively accomplish that purpose.

The

committees consistently emphasized the stated purpose of the
institution.

They were very explicit in stating that the

institution would be evaluated based upon how well it was fulfilling
that objective.

There seemed to be very little concern about what

the purpose was, but there was major emphasis upon determining if
the institution was actually doing what it said it wanted to
accomplish in its purpose.
The second common point of emphasis concerned the library
in all of its facets.

A great deal of attention was directed

toward making sure that the colleges recognized that they needed
to constantly be upgrading their holdings, paying special attention
to the volumes in the liberal arts and general studies sections.
There did not seem to be any set number of volumes that were
required although 50,000 seemed to be somewhat the norm.

The on~

college that reported having 30,000 volumes felt that its holdings
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were inadequate, and it was only after showing proof that maj.or ·
funding in future budgets would be directed toward improving this
area that the evaluation committee gave their approval.

It

generally seemed to be the collective attitude of the committees
that the number of volumes was not as important as quality and the•
amount necessary in each area to create an effective foundation for

the curriculum that was being offered.

Library personnel were

expected to be as free as possible from other assignments, such as
teaching a full load of classes in addition to their library
respo~sibilities.

Some attention, although not all stressed this

in the interviews, was given to making sure the library was given
an adequate budgetary allowance to provide for constant upgrading
of its holdings and services.

It would be logical to assume that

those institutions that did not emphasize this area in the interview
had already made provisions for this in their budget and hence were
not subject to such recommendation by their committees.
The third point shared by all the colleges was that of
faculty qualifications.

All the schools reported that emphasis was

placed on recruiting faculty with doctorate level academic
achievement.

In fact, institutions were told that they could not

offer a major area of study in their curriculum if they did not
have at least one person with a doctorate actively teaching in
that area.

It was required that all faculty have at least a

masters degree in the field in which they were teaching.

Other

areas concerning faculty were also given attention, especially in

the field of increased faculty input into budget preparation and
administrative decisions.

Such areas. as salary and tenure were

given some attention but were not stressed as heavily as

credentials and input into the decision-making apparatus of the
institution.

The fourth point stressed by all the committees had to do
with the area of curriculum.

There were at least two occasions

when there was some concern expressed on the part of the evaluation
I
committees that courses in the liberal arts might have been
subjected to an undue emphasis upon a Biblical perspective.

This

problem seemed to be more involved with a first impression type of
assessment rather than a complete understanding of the Bible college
tradition and practice of opening each class with prayer.

After

sitting in on the classes, it seems that there was very little
:criticism directed at the content of the teaching.

In one case it

was suggested that more courses in the liberal arts be included in
the core curriculum, but in most cases the colleges had anticipated
this recommendation and had already taken steps to provide an
adequate solution for this particular area of concern.
The final point of common emphasis was in the field of
long-range planning.

Each of the four Bible colleges stressed

that great attention was given by their committees to laying out
specific objectives toward which they would progress over the next
five to ten years.

These plans dealt with facilities, projected

enrollments, programs of study, etc.

This is one of the major
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areas in which the SACS requires its members to do extensive work.,
Five and ten-year plans for. future growth and development of the
institution are viewed as essential.

These five areas were the ones most heavily stressed by
the SACS' committees but should not be interpreted as being the
only areas examined or deemed important.

All of the schools who

have been granted accreditation had done their own homework well
and had anticipated many of the recommendations that would be
made through self-studies based upon guidelines made available by
the SACS.

Two reported that self-studies done in order to renew

their accreditation with the AABC were of g!eat value in helping
them to meet SACS standards as well.
In closing this section, it might be interesting to point
out that facilities, which the casual observer would feel should
rank very high on the priority list, were not given a great amount
of attention by the committees.

This does not mean that this area

was not considered to be important, but tnat buildings are not as
important as the quality of the instruction that takes place within
them.

It would be fair to assume each of the colleges had already

been in the proces.s of providing adequate facilities before applying
for recognition by the SACS.
The Value of Accreditation as Perceived by the Institutions
It is difficult to be specific in many areas simply because
the schools themselves have not made an effort or have not

\
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been accredited long enough to determine how much accreditation
has affected them in terms of enrollment and increased financial
contributions.

The colleges seemed to be more concerned with how

accreditation would improve them as an institution of higher
education as opposed to how it would prove to be of value in these
other areas.

There were some factors, however, that were agreed upon by
the educators responding to the interview guide as being very
valuable.
First, accreditation caused them to take steps toward
upgrading their faculty in terms of academic credentials and
involvement in college affairs that might otherwise have been
neglected.

Second, the administrators were forced to look forward

to and plan for the future.

The third factor would be the increased

level of acceptibility in the academic world.

Everyone of the

colleges was proud of the fact that now their students' credits would
be accepted by other institutions of higher education without
question.

For a number of years this had posed a major problem

for Bible colleges since there has always been a significant
percentage of their student body who desire to attend one or two
years and then transfer to ot~er colleges to pursue their chosen
field of study in areas not available at special purpose
institutions.

The difficulty in the transfering of credits created

a problem for the Bible colleges which was eliminated for these
four that had achieved recognition by the SACS.

It is interesting
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to note that at least one of the colleges reported that
accreditation, while allowing students to transfer credits to
other institutions, actually seemed to be aiding them in the
retention of students.
The point that was most emphasized as valuable was simply
the whole process of self-study and evaluation that led to SACS
accreditation,

The educators who responded to the interviews were

unanimous in their feeling that even if they had been denied
accreditation that the process was still worth the effort.

It

caused them to examine themselves from an academic viewpoint and

helped them to more clearly understand their strengths and
weaknesses.

All emphasized that accreditation was not something

to pursue unless the institution was willing to take a long hard
look at itself and its purpose, be willing to admit that there were
deficiencies, and be committed to doing everything in its power to
bring its entire education~l program up to standards universally
recognized as acceptable in the academic world.
In conclusion, there was unanimous feeling on the part of
all four of the colleges that both the process involved in achieving
accreditation and the accreditation itself were of great value to
the institutions.

There seemed to be a very minimum of criticism

directed at the colleges by their supporting groups and/or

\
individuals while a great majority looked upon the academic
recognition as a positive step in the life of the college.
All agreed that before any Bible college seeks to attain
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accreditation, there must first be a great deal of self-study and
evaluation.

There was no attempt to alter the purpose of the

college by the SACS, but there was a definite emphasis upon
quality means and methods of education in order to achieve that
purpose.

If the college is unwilling to meet those challenges and

accept those recommendations, then certainly it would not be wise
to pursue the goal of regional accreditation.

To those

institutions, however, who are willing to take the challenge,
the benefits seem to be recognized by all who have achieved the
goal as far outweighing the problems encountered along the way.
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APPENDIX A
Interview Guide
School:
Standing with Southern Association:
Address:
Chief Executive Officer:
Title of Respondent:
What is your present enrollment:
Are all students required to take a major in Bible:.
Are you accredited with the AAAC or other accrediting associations:
Why did you seek Southern Association accreditation:
Why do you feel that dual accreditation is important to your
institution:

Do you feel that accreditation is a significant factor in
maintaining or .increasing student enrollment:

Actual Process
A.

Physical
1.

Were any new facilities recommended or any major changes

suggested in the physical plant:
\

\:!.

Was a great deal of emphasis placed upon instructional

equipment?
B.

What. i.nstructional equipment was suggested:

Library
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1.

What were your current holdings at the time of the

evaluation:

2.

What additional holdings were required by the association:

3.

Were certain areas of the library holdings particularly

I
I

stressed:
4.

Were you required to make any changes in library personnel

and/or services:
C.

Financial
1.

What areas were stressed in evaluating your financial

stability:
2.

How did the association view living endowments from

supportive churches or denominational groups:
3.

Has there been any change in contributions that could be

associated with seeking and/or obtaining regional accreditation:
4.

Were traditional endowments a big factor in the

association's financial expectations:

5.

What type of changes did the association suggest concerning

financial accounting procedures:
D.

Curriculum
1.

Were there any pressures to move away from being a single

purpose institution:
2.

In what major areas were you required to revamp your

curriculum:
l

3.

What changes, if any, did the association require in your

general education offerings:
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E.

Faculty
1.

2.

What changes were suggested for an adequate faculty:
a.

teaching load:

b.

Ph.D.

c.

student/faculty ratio:

d.

obtaining higher academic degrees:

Did the association require you to either institute faculty
I

evaluations or to revamp the process you were using:

3.
F.

Was tenure and/or retirement stressed:

Administration/Organization
1.

What changes in your organizational structure were

suggested and/o~ required by the association:
2.

Were you required to have more faculty input into the

administrative process:

3.

How did your institution meet the expectations of the

association regarding computers:

G.

Student Life
1.

What emphasis did the association place on student

participation in administrative decision making:
2.

Was there any problem with stricter rules required of

Bible college students:
H.

Research and Planning
1.

How much emphasis was placed on future plans of the

institution:
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What suggestions were offered as to directions that

2,

should be taken in future planning:
I.

General
1.

Do you feel that the process .of seeking accreditation

proved valuable to your institution:
2.

What areas of the actual achievement of candidate and/or

accredited status have been of value to you:
3.

What were your assessments of needs as compared to tho~e

presented by the association:
4.

What major stumbling blocks did you encounter during t~e

process of seeking accreditation:
5.

Has your purpose or direction as a Bible college changed

as a result of accreditation?
6,

How:

What has been the reaction of your supporting churches

and/or individuals to the idea of secular accreditation:
7.

How long from application date did it take to achieve

candidacy:
8.

If accredited, how long from candidacy to full

accreditation:

9.

Please outline the delegation of responsibilities

assigned to individuals, committees, etc., as your institution

moved through the accreditation procedure.
current catalog.)

(Please send a

APPENDIX B
Names of College Personnel Interviewed
Johnson Bible College:

Dr. David Eubanks

Gulf Coast Bible College:
Bible Baptist Institute:
Columbia Bible College:

Odus K. Eubanks
Vice President Academic Affairs
Dean Walter Draughon
Dean Donald Trouten

\
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